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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Instant Pot Recipe Journals The Instant Pot Recipe
Journal is a blank DIY cookbook. It s the perfect place to write down and keep track of all your
favorite Instant Pot recipes. You can create your own cookbook with this recipe journal. This 128
page blank recipe cookbook is unique in that it includes areas for Instant Pot settings and cooking
methods. There is plenty of room to write down the ingredients, directions, nutritional information,
and notes. There are lots of fun colors to choose from and recipe journals make the perfect gift for
friends and family! Bring it as a house warming gift or for a celebration like a wedding or bridal
shower. Give the journal as is or fill it with cherished family recipes to create a very special one of a
kind gift. This DIY recipe cookbook includes: A recipe index with a place for the name and page
number for each recipe. Comes in lots of fun colors and designs. The perfect size paperback journal
that measures 7 x 10. 120 recipe card formatted pages. Spaces for writing...
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Reviews
This composed publication is fantastic. I was able to comprehended everything using this composed e book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Miss O va K uhn IV
It is an remarkable ebook which i have possibly read. It really is packed with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely easy way which is only
after i finished reading through this pdf by which really altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Dr . Nikola s Ma yer
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